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Where are the fish?

In the story we heard from the Gospel reading, the fish disappears during the distribution of food; only bread
is given to people. Where are the fish?

Some commentators point to the fact that this story of the feeding of the multitudes in Matthew holds strong
connections to the Last Supper in chapter 26:20-29. The verbs "take", "bless", "break", and "give" are exactly
the same in Greek in both contexts, although their forms and tenses may differ. The story has Eucharistic
content.

Other commentators say that this story prefigures the feast at the end of times. The Greek word used for "to sit
down" or "sit at the table to eat" (anaklino) is the same used in Matthew 8:11 where it says that "many will
come from the east and west and will eat with Abraham and Isaac in the kingdom of heaven". The use of the
same word in both texts places the story of the feeding of the multitude within a eschatological perspective.
This idea of feasting is highlighted by other commentators who contrast two feasts in Matthew chapter 14:
Herod's birthday banquet and Jesus' miraculous feeding. According to Brian Stoffregen exegetical notes,
"Herod fears the crowd (v. 5) and what his guests might think of him if he goes back on his word (v. 9). Jesus
has compassion and cares for the crowd (v. 14), even though they had interrupted his desire to be alone,
probably to grieve the death of John (13a). Herod is tricked into putting John to death (v. 10). Jesus provides
life by curing the sick (v. 14) and feeding the hungry (v. 19). Boring (Matthew, New Interpreters Bible) states
that these two stories are a "contrast between the two kingdoms" [p. 323]. Carter (Matthew and the Margins)
goes further and states: "Jesus' act attacks the injustice of the sinful imperial system which ensures that the
urban elite are well fed at the expense of the poor (Aristides, Roman Oration 11; Tacitus, Ann 2.33; 3.53-54).
Jesus enacts an alternative system marked by compassion, sufficiency and shared resources. [p. 305]""

Where are the fish? Where is the bread? Where is the waterâ�¦ for those who live in the places affected by the
droughts in the horn of Africa? Where are the tomatoes? Where is the corn? Where is the riceâ�¦ for those
living in Ethiopia and parts of Kenya? Where are the grains? Where are the beans, the vegetables? Where are
the mangoes, the melons, the pomegranates, for the people of Somalia?

Is not the Gospel reading this morning about the God who provides in abundance so no one goes hungry? So
where are the fish? And where is the bread?

God created a world of plenty. According to God's original plans, food was not for sale. But we decided
otherwise. Nowadays, we have to face the reality that almost one billion people suffer chronic hunger and
"food price shocks causing further crisis in vulnerable communities", says the document sent by the Food for
Life Campaign, this week. "Churches and individuals around the world are asked to set aside one week in
October for specific reflection and action on food." We are asked to dedicate 10-17 October "to worship,
study, and practical action that promotes change in the way food is grown, sold, distributed and consumed."

This year, 15 October is the International Day for Rural Women, 16 October is the World Food Day and 17
October is the International Day for the Eradication of Poverty.

It takes all of us together to reflect and to take action in order to change the geography of hunger until hunger
no longer exists anywhere.

While there is one person dying of hunger in this world, all our eating carries the stamp of injustice.
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Where are the fish?

The story of the feeding of the multitude remains relevant. It asserts that the abundance of God's creation is
for all of us. It calls us to work in order to make sure that the abundance of God's creation is for all of us.
When the disciples brought to Jesus the need of the people to have food, Jesus answered, "you give them
something to eat." We do hold responsibility in relation to food distribution and the reality of access to food or
not in our world, and in our community. The world is big. Some of us work with global policies and actions,
some of us don't. The way we exercise our responsibility either globally or locally is what will make a
difference.

Two weeks ago, on Saturday, I was writing my sermon at home when I received a call from a member of our
congregation who told me, "I have nothing to eat at home. Can you help me?" This also happens in Geneva
and in our community. Justice in terms of access to food is an issue for those living in different parts of the
world, including our own town.

Where are the fish?

But the story of the feeding of the multitude is not only a story about the missing fish. It is a proclamation of
God's gifts to nurture life in all its aspects. It is an assertion of God's presence and intervention when we fail
to respond to her call. It is a promise that our needs will be taken care of. It is an invitation to sit down on the
grass in order to witness a miracle; the miracle that will heal us, that will fill us with new hope and new force.

The story of the feeding of the multitude summons us to come to a feast; a big joyful feast where there will be
good music and lots of space to make friends and to dance. There will be food from all over the world, and
fruits of all kinds â�� mangoes, papayas, kiwi, strawberries, blueberries, melons, watermelons, baobads, caja
acus, coconutsâ�¦ and all kinds of deserts. Which one do you like the most? Yes, that will be there.

The main menu? Of I had forgotten; it is fish!

"Come, Know my joy, the maker says"
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